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I suggest that the PAC takes a close look at the 2017 changes applying to the calculation of rates for 
unit-titled residences. 

Inherent in the revised system is the creation of an inequity which penalises some owners within 
larger complexes compared to those in an establishment with a few individual units – all other things 
being equal. 

Generally rating on individual premises incorporates a significant element of “progressive” taxation.  
Higher value properties incur higher total rates by virtue of the use of the particular land value and an 
escalating scale of multipliers being applied within the rating formula. 

It is the “Unimproved Value” of land that is used as the base for rates assessment and it is also used to 
determine the applicable multiplier within the calculation.  Owners are not penalised for 
improvements that they themselves have invested in, as they would be through the use of total 
property value as a base for rating purposes. 

We now see in the rating process a distortion which effectively includes, for some, a randomising 
variable.  That is the number of units in the overall complex.  This comes about as the gross value of 
the land occupied has become the determinant of the rating multiplier, regardless of the average land 
value taken up by each unit - as was the case. 

A number of complexes with modest individual unit values will have a premium rating factor applied 
in total rates determinations.  Owners of units of completely similar value will be levied different 
rates. 

Budget papers justify the change by comparing rates paid for houses and for units, observing that the 
premises of a similar total value are charged different amounts.  The new treatment of units is an 
expedient departure from the principle of using unimproved value. 

It ought be remembered that unit owners generally incur a second level of costs relating to their 
residences in the form of corporate fees, some including expensive items such as elevator 
maintenance contracts and mandatory contributions to sinking funds.  Further some evaluation of the 
reduced demand that unit owners make on municipal services should also be factored into rating 
assessments.  

I suggest that the PAC reviews this particular change and recommends a more sophisticated solution. 
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